Yard waste, hmmm have you seen properties in Deschutes River Woods?  
We don't have yard waste, we have year round piles and piles of needles, pinecones and dead wood.  
One can every few weeks would be like bringing a bucket of water to a house fire.

How about enforcing trash clean up and noxious weed removal instead.  
I've got a neighbor who never rakes, never burns and never cleans, he's a hoarder with a small house that has black mold.
Do you think this would incentize people to clean their property!  
Lazy is lazy.

My property values are diminished by my neighbors dump!  
Yes I've reported and I plan on reporting again this spring but there is no follow up and no penalty for ignoring the counties lax enforcement.  
Instead of starting a program that will be useless let's do something that would really be helpful.  

If Deschutes River Woods is cleaned up one trashed lot at a time then our area begins to look good to others who are responsible and clean instead of a place for people to drag their crap.

Then maybe once these lots are one sixth the size maybe one can a month would work.

Thank you  
Mrs. Eileen R Turek